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Abstract
Recently research has deeply investigated the problem of querying semi-structured
data and data which can be represented by means of graphs (e.g. object-oriented
data, XML data, etc.). Typically queries on graph-like data, called path queries, are
expressed by means of regular expressions denoting paths in the graph. The result of
a path query is the set of nodes reachable by means of a path expressed by a specied
regular expression. In this paper we investigate the problem of extracting a subgraph
satisfying a given property from a given graph representing some information. We
propose a new form of queries, called graph queries, whose answers are (marked)
graphs having a particular structure, extracted from the source graph. We show
that a simple form of graph grammars can be protably used to dene graph queries.
The result of a graph query, using a grammar G over a database D, is a marked
subgraph of D `matching' a graph derived from G. We consider dierent types
of graph grammars which can be used to query graph-like data and consider their
expressiveness and complexity.
1 Introduction
The widespread use of the web has renewed the interest in problems that had
been already investigated with dierent aims in other contexts, and particu-
larly in the problem of querying graph-like data. Indeed, graphs can be used as
an abstract model to represent a wide variety of data, such as semistructured
documents, object-oriented data, XML data, etc. [1,2,6,18]. Many queries
that can be easily expressed on a relational database are not so \natural" on
graph-like data. Accessing this type of data usually requires to navigate the
graph searching for the desired information. Recently, several languages and
prototypes have been proposed for searching graph-like data such as the Web
[1,4,5,8,13,19,20,22]. All these languages permit us to express (declarative)
navigational queries, called path queries, whose answer is the set of nodes of
the graph which are reachable from a certain node by means of a path speci-
c
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ed by a regular expression [4,7,9,11,23,16]. However, this kind of navigational
queries is not completely satisfactory since in many cases we would like to ex-
press queries verifying whether the graph has a given structure (e.g. a tree or
a chain) or to extract from the source graph a subgraph which satises some
property.
In this paper we investigate the problem of extracting a subgraph (a con-
sistent subset of nodes and edges) satisfying some property from a given data
graph. We propose a new form of queries, called graph queries, whose answers
are (marked) subgraphs having a particular structure. A graph query is based
on a graph grammar [12], that is used to dene the structural properties of the
subgraph that has to be extracted. A graph grammar is a graph rewriting sys-
tem consisting of a set of rewriting rules (or productions). Like a production
of a standard grammar denes how to substitute a non terminal symbol (or a
group of symbols) with a string, a production of a graph grammar denes how
to replace a node (or an edge) in a graph with a sub-graph. A graph grammar
denes a class of graphs which have common structural properties (e.g. the
class of complete graphs, the class of trees, etc.): such classes are named graph
languages. Discussing whether a graph belongs to a certain graph language
is equivalent to discussing whether the structure of such a graph satises the
structural property of that language. For example, we can state that a cer-
tain graph is a tree by simply dening a graph grammar generating trees and
then demonstrating that the graph belongs to the language generated by that
grammar.
Our paradigm permits to dene queries that search in a given graph for
a subgraph belonging to the language dened by a given graph grammar. In
this way it is novel: while other query languages intend to nd some nodes
in a graph such that each of these nodes has a certain property (e.g. the set
of the nodes which are the answer of a path query), our model searches for
entire sub-structures. Let's consider the following example. Assume that we
want to extract all the available online \books" about swing classes from a
web site containing documentation about java. In particular we are interested
in extracting web pages having a hierarchical structure like the one shown in
the following gure:
Path queries fail to identify an online book structured in this way, whereas
it is easy to describe a structure like this using a graph grammar.
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In the following sections we dene our graph query language, by introduc-
ing a restricted form of node replacement context-free graph grammars [12],
called parsing graph grammars and specifying how these grammars identify
subgraphs of the original data graph. We point out that our paradigm can
also be used to create new graphs. However, in this paper we only consider
the extraction of subgraphs.
2 NR graph grammars
Node Replacement (NR) graph grammars generate labeled directed graphs.
A production of a NR graph grammar is of the form X ! (D;C) where
X is a nonterminal node label, D is a graph and C is the set of connection
instructions. A rewriting step of a graph H according to such a production
consists of removing a node u labeled X from H, adding D to H and adding
edges between D and H as specied by the connection instructions in C. The
pair (D;C) can be viewed as a new type of object, and the rewriting step
can be viewed as the substitution of the node u with (D;C) in the graph
H. Intuitively, these objects are quite natural: they are graphs ready to be
embedded in an environment. Their formal denition is as follows.
Let   be an alphabet of node labels and  an alphabet of edge labels. A
graph with embedding is a pair K = (D;C) where D is a graph over   and 
and C         N  fin; outg is the connection relation of K. Each
element (; 
1
; 
2
; v; d) 2 C is a connection instruction of K and is generally
written as (; 
1
=
2
; v; d). The components of a graph with embedding K will
be denoted as N
K
; E
K
; 
K
and C
K
.
Intuitively, for a graph with embedding K, the meaning of a connection
instruction (; 
1
=
2
; v; out) is as follows: if there was a 
1
-labeled edge from
a node u which has been substituted by K to a -labeled node w, then the
embedding mechanism denes a 
2
-labeled edge from v to w. Similarly, the
meaning of a connection instruction (; 
1
=
2
; v; in) is as follows: if there
was a 
1
-labeled edge from a -labeled node w to a node u which has been
substituted by K, then the embedding mechanism denes a 
2
-labeled edge
from w to v. The feature which replaces edge labels is called dynamic edge
labeling. Let H be a graph over   and , K be a graph with embedding
over the same alphabets, and let v 2 N
H
. The substitution of K for v in H is
denoted by H[v=K]. In the following connection rules of the form (; =; v; a)
(i.e. rule which do not re-label edges) are simply written as (; ; v; a).
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Example 2.1 The grammar G dened by the following productions 
1
and 
2
(or, equivalently, by the productions 
0
1
and 
0
2
) describes a language containing
chains.:

0
1
and 
0
2
have the same meaning, respectively, of 
1
and 
2
, but in 
0
1
and 
0
2
the connection rules are expressed graphically.
The following gure illustrates a chain derivation by means of G produc-
tions:
Denition 2.2 A node replacement (NR) grammar is a tupleG = (;; P; S)
where  is the alphabet of labels,    is the alphabet of terminal labels,
P is the nite set of productions, and S 2     is the initial nonterminal
symbol. A production is of the form X ! (D;C) where X 2     and
(D;C) is a graph with embedding. 2
The graph appearing in the right side of a production can be empty and
a production of the form X ! (;; ;) will be simply denoted as X ! . Let
G = (;; P; S) be an NR grammar. Let H and H
0
be two graphs, let v 2 N
H
and let p : X ! (D;C) be a production of G. Then, we say that H
0
is directly
derived from H (and write H )
v;p
H
0
, or just H ) H
0
), if 
H
(v) = X and
H
0
= H[v=D]. Moreover, we say that H
0
is derived from H if there is a nite
sequence H ) H
1
)    ) H
0
.
Thus, a graph grammar denes a class of graphs which have common
structural properties. The set of graphs generated by PG is called graph
language and denoted L(PG).
3 Querying Data Graphs
We start by dening a simple graph model on an alphabet with two dierent
types of symbols: constant and variables. A variable can take any value and,
therefore, it can be associated to any constant. In the following, constants
are represented by strings starting with digits or lowercase letters (e.g. b1),
variable names are denoted by strings preceded by a dollar (e.g. $b1) and non
terminal symbols are denoted by strings starting with uppercase letters (e.g.
X).
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Denition 3.1 Given an alphabet , a graph over  is a tuple G = (N;E; )
where N is a set of nodes, E  f(u; ; v)ju; v 2 N;  2 g is a set of labeled
edges and  : N !  is a node labeling function. We way that G is a data
graph if  contains only constants otherwise it is called query graph. 2
The alphabet used by (general) graphs may also contain, other than ter-
minal symbols (variables and constants), non terminal symbols. Thus, data
graphs contain only constants and they are used to represent the input database,
query graphs are used to denote graphs which can be `mapped' on data graphs
and general graphs are used in the intermediate states of the derivation pro-
cess. Graph grammars can be used to denote sub-structures from a given data
graph.
Given a graph , we shall denote with Terminal() the sub-graph de-
rived from  by deleting nodes marked with non terminal symbols and arcs
connected to deleted nodes. Observe that if the graph  is connected and all
terminal symbols does not have out-going arcs, Terminal() is also connected.
Example 3.2 The graph grammar G consisting of the productions of Fig. 1
denes a language consisting of trees.
Fig. 1. Graph grammar dening trees
Fig. 2 illustrates a tree derivation by means of G productions. Note that the
Fig. 2. Graph derivation
root nodes of the trees in the language dened by this grammar have a specic
data label (n
1
), the internal nodes have label $i and the leaf nodes have label
$l. 2
Since in this context we are not interested in generating new graphs, but
only in identifying sub-graphs of a given data graph, we shall not consider
the whole language generated by a grammar, but only a subset containing
graphs which identify some portion of the input data graph. To this purpose
we dene a mapping from query graphs to sub-graphs of a given data graph.
5
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Denition 3.3 Let  = (N;E; ) be a query graph over  andD = (N
D
; E
D
; 
D
)
a data graph over  . A mapping ' from  to D is a total function mapping,
respectively, nodes in N to nodes in N
D
and edges in E to edges in E
D
such
that i) for each node n 2 N either (n) = ('(n)) or (n) is a variable label,
ii) for each arc (u; ; v) 2 E there is an arc ('(u); ; '(v)) 2 E
D
such that
either  =  or  is a variable, and iii) there are no two nodes u and v such
that (u) = (v) and '(u) = '(v) (i.e. two nodes with the same label cannot
by associated to the same node). 2
A data graph D is recognized by a graph grammar PG if there exists a
derivation from S to a query graph  (S )

) and a mapping from  to
D. The set of data graphs recognized by PG is denoted DL(PG). The set of
subgraphs of a given data graph D recognized by PG is denoted DL(PG;D).
Denition 3.4 Let D be a data graph. A mapping pair on D is a pair (; ')
where  is a general graph and ' is a data mapping from Terminal() to D.
2
Observe that Terminal() is a query graph, i.e. a graph whose node labels
can be either constant or variables. Like embedded graphs, mapping pairs can
be seen as a new type of object consisting of query graphs (derived from graph
grammars) mapped over a given data graph. The derivation of query graphs
from parsing grammars can be extended to mapping pairs. Let D be a data
graph, PG a graph grammar and (; ') a mapping pair over D. We say that
a mapping pair (;  ) is directly derived from (; ') through a production 
of PG (and write (; '))

(;  )) if and only if )

 and  extends '.
1
Moreover, we say that a mapping pair (
n
; '
n
) is derived from a mapping pair
(
0
; '
0
) over a data graph D if (
0
; '
0
) )

1
(
1
; '
1
) )

2
   )

n
(
n
; '
n
).
Given a graph grammar PG and a data graph D, (PG;D) denes the set of
mapping pairs derived from (S; ;) where ; denotes an empty mapping.
A mapping pair applied to a data graph D allows us to identify a subgraph
of D having the property dened by the grammar. Each node of the extracted
subgraph can be associated to more than one node of the query graph, if these
nodes have dierent \role" labels. Dierent labels are used to distinguish
dierent classes of nodes and arcs (e.g. in a tree internal nodes and leaf nodes
may have dierent labels).
1
('   ).
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Example 3.5 Consider the parsing grammar of Example 2, the derivation
shown in Example 2 and the data graph shown in the left side of the following
gure:
The query graphs produced respectively at the third and at the last step of
the derivation can be mapped on D as shown in the centre and in the right
side of Fig 3.5.
Note that the production dening the axiom (start symbol) of the graph gram-
mar) contains an arc whose start node is marked with the constant label
n1. This means that all derived query graphs are trees whose root node is
marked with n1. Therefore, every tree generated by such grammar can be
mapped only to a tree whose root node has label n1. In the above mapping
(1) = ('(1)) = n1 whereas all other nodes in the query graph have associ-
ated a variable. Although not represented in the gure, the arcs in the query
graph are mapped to arcs in the data graph; for instance the arc e = (1; 2; a)
and the arc '(e) have the same label a (i.e. '(e) = ('(1); '(2); a)). 2
Parsing grammars
We now introduce a new type of graph grammars, called parsing grammars,
which are specialized to extract information from data graphs. Parsing gram-
mars have the following characteristics: 1) the set of production rules is lin-
early ordered (in order to drive the derivation process and reduce the nonde-
terminism); 2) a rule can be applied only if a certain condition on the extracted
data is satised.
Denition 3.6 A Parsing (Graph) Grammar is a tuple PG = ( ;; P; S),
where:  is an alphabet of terminal symbols,   is an alphabet of node non
terminal symbols (  \ = ;), S 2   is the axiom. P is a linearly ordered set
of productions of the form X ! (;C), where
(i) X 2   is a non-terminal symbol,
(ii)  is a (general) graph in G(  [ ),
(iii) C is a set of connection rules, i.e. a set of tuples (; ; v; d) where d 2
fin; outg,  2  ,  2  and v is a node,
(iv) for each symbol X 2   there is a production X !  in P ,
(v) for each pair of productions 
i
: X ! (;C) with  not empty and

j
: X !  is 
i
< 
j
2
Parsing grammars generate query graphs without allowing edge re-labeling.
The order on the productions denes an order on derivations of mapping pairs.
7
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Given a data graph D, a parsing grammar PG, and two productions  and  of
PG such that  < , we say that a derivation d
1
of a pair (
1
; '
1
) from a pair
(; ') precedes a derivation d
2
of a pair (
2
; '
2
) from (; ') (written d
1
 d
2
),
if 1) d
1
= (; '))

(
i
; '
i
))

(
1
; '
1
), d
2
= (; '))

(
j
; '
j
))

(
2
; '
2
), or
2) there are three derivations d, d
3
and d
4
such that d
1
= dd
3
and d
2
= dd
4
and d
3
 d
4
.
We can now use the relation to dene a partial order on the set of derived
mapping pairs (PG;D). Given two mapping pairs M
1
;M
2
2 (PG;D), we
say that M
1
<
PG
M
2
if for each derivation d
2
= (S; ;) )

M
2
, there exists a
derivation d
1
= (S; ;) )

M
1
such that d
1
 d
2
. The order introduced on the
productions of PG makes (PG;D) partially ordered. A mapping pair M 2
(PG;D) is said to be minimal if there is no mapping pair M
0
2 (PG;D)
such that M
0
<
PG
M .
Theorem 3.7 Let PG be a parsing grammar and D a data graph. A minimal
mapping pair in (PG;D) can be selected nondeterministically in polynomial
time. 2
Clearly, any mapping pair in (PG;D) selected nondeterministically can
be also computed in polynomial time.
Graph queries
Parsing grammars have a limited expressive power since they are not able
to express NP-complete problems. Their expressiveness can be increased by
specifying, separately from the grammar, a checking property (that will be
expressed as an FO(COUNT ) [17] formula) that the extracted graph (i.e. the
nodes of the data graph that have been associated to nodes in the generated
query graph) must satisfy. FO(COUNT ) is an extension of FO containing
counting quantiers [17]. For instance, the meaning of the formula (9i x) '(x)
is that there exist at least i distinct elements x such that '(x). In the previous
formula the quantier binds the variable x but leaves i free. For a given data
graph D, we assume three relations N
D
, E
D
and  containing, respectively,
the set of its nodes, the set of its arcs and the association of nodes and arcs to
labels. For a given mapping pair (; ') on D we consider a unary relation V
for each variable v appearing in  which is dened as: V = fxjx 2 N
D
^9n 2
N

s.t. (n) = v ^ '(n) = xg. The set of all these relations will be denoted
as V(M).
When such a property is dened, the generation process ends successfully
only if a terminal graph which satises the property has been produced. Oth-
erwise, the generation process must be continued until an \acceptable" graph
has been produced or no other graph can be generated.
Denition 3.8 Let D be a data graph D and M a Mapping pair on D. A
checking property forD andM is a formula of FO(COUNT ) over the relations
used for storing D and the variables appearing in M . 2
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The application of a property  to a data graph D and a mapping pair
M on D, denoted by (M;D), gives a boolean value (true if the formula is
satised and false otherwise).
Example 3.9 Let D be a data graph D and M a mapping pair on D. The
property that M identies at least k distinct nodes can be expressed by the
formula (9
k
w)[v
1
(w)_    _ v
n
(w)], where v
1
;    ; v
n
are all the variables that
can appear in M . The property that M is a clique is expressed by the formula
(8x)(8y) v(x) ^ v(y) ^ (x 6= y) ! (9z)[E
D
(x; y; z)], whereas the property that
the clique has a size greater than or equal to k is expressed by the formula
(9
k
w) v(w) ^ (8x)(8y) v(x) ^ v(y) ^ (x 6= y)! (9z)[E
D
(x; y; z)] 2
Denition 3.10 An extended graph query Q is a pair (PG;) where PG is a
graph grammar and  is a FO(COUNT) formula. The answer to an extended
graph query Q over a data graphD isQ(D) = fM jM 2 (PG;D)^(M;D)g.
2
Theorem 3.11 Let Q = (PG;) be an extended graph query and D a data
graph. The problem of checking if Q(D) is not empty is NP-complete. 2
Example 3.12 Consider the parsing grammar G dened by the production
on the left side of Fig. 3 (the " production is omitted), the property  =
(9
4
w)(c(w)) and the data graph D reported on the center of Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Extracting a clique
The answer to the query G(D;) is the clique of size 4 `extracted' from D
and reported in the right side of Fig. 3. If the property  required only 3 nodes
in the extracted sub-graph, the query would have identied a set of cliques of
size  3. 2
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